Assembly Instructions:

1. Insert a donut bumper over the stem of each caster, and insert the casters into the bottom of the mop bucket.

2. Leaving the cable ties on the wringer basket, carefully slide the notch on the basket over the smaller end of the bucket. The wringer handle should be oriented away from the bucket as pictured above.

3. Cut the cable ties and carefully open and close the wringer a few times to ensure proper operation.

Usage Tips:

1. For best results, do not fill the bucket more than two-thirds (2/3) full of water. This prevents dirty water from overflowing when the mop is placed into the bucket.

2. When pressing the mop in the wringer, release the handle slowly, and do not let go of the handle before fully releasing it.

3. For safety, keep hands clear of the wringer and operate it slowly.